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Abstract /

We calculate ß, semiclassical formular for the tunneling current of
electrons trapped in a potential well which can tunnel into and across a
wide quantum well. The tunneling current is measured at the second
interface of this well and our calculations idealised an experimental
situation where a strong magnetic field tilted with respect to an elec-
tric field was used. It is shown that the contribution to the tunneling
current, due to trajectories which begin at the first interface and end
on the second, is dominant for periodic orbits which hit both walls
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1 Introduction
The statistical properties of the energy level spectrum of a classically chaotic
system is now well understood, largely through the theoretical work of Balian
and Bloch [1], Gutzwiller [2] and Berry [3] as well as others [4]. In particu-
lar these authors were searching for a correspondence between the classical
mechanics of a dynamical system and the quantum mechanical properties of
the dynamical system treated from the point of view of quantum mechanics.
From these investigations, several important theoretical and experimental
discoveries have been made to explain the quantum-classical correspondence.
A first and central result of this work, the trace formula, relates long-range
fluctuations in the density of quantised levels to underlying classical periodic
orbits (PO). Each PO of the classical dynamical system with period Tp gener-
ates regular maxima in the level density separated by an energy A £ p = h/Tp.
Theoretical studies have also tried to find a connection between wavefunc-
tions and in particular eigenstates of the hamiltonian with the dynamics of
classical systems exhibiting chaotic motion. This investigation has given rise
to the discussion of wavefunction scarring by a periodic orbit or sets of peri-
odic orbits (see e.g. [5]). In the case where the classical motion is regular in
the whole phase space (i.e. when the system is said to be integrable) a clear
and complete correspondence between the quantum and classical pictures of
the system can be made. In particular, one can generate from the classical
motion on tori, eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the hamiltonian via semi-
classical h —> 0 arguments. These arguments are of course not applicable
to classical systems exhibiting chaotic dynamics and for which quantisation
rules are still a subject of research.

The influence of classical chaotic motion on the quantum mechanical sys-
tem has also been investigated experimentally. For example, periodic modu-
lations in the magnetoabsorption spectra of highly-excited hydrogenic atoms
are correlated with fluctuations in the density of states due to families of
closed orbits at energies close to the ionization potential [6, 7]. Still more re-
cently similar observations were made from the oscillatory structure found in
the low-field magnetoresistance spectrum of anti-dot superlattices, the cause
of which was attributed to fluctuations in the density of states from unstable
periodic orbits encircling a small number of anti-dots [8].

In this paper we investigate a particular system to which much experimen-
tal work has been devoted in recent years [9. 10]. The double well potential



consisting of GaAs/(AlGa)As resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs) containing
a wide quantum well (QW) has been used to explore a relationship between
the classical and quantum pictures of electron dynamics. In the presence of a
large uniform magnetic field tilted with respect to the z-axis by an angle 9 and
a uniform electric field parallel to the z-axis (see Fig.l), the system exhibits
chaotic motion for certain initial conditions in phase space [9, 10, 11, 12].
Also it was found that the chaotic component in phase space increases as
8 increases above 0. However, unstable periodic orbits in the chaotic sea
were also found and were shown to have a profound effect on the QW en-
ergy spectrum as well as the peaks in the resonant tunneling spectrum of
magnetotunneling spectroscopy. The latter, in particular, established a link
between the current-voltage characteristics of the RTDs and the underlying
classical motion in the QW.

The main purpose of this paper is to obtain a quantitative description
of this link. In previous papers [9. 10, 11, 12], the Gutzwiller trace formula
for the density of states has been used to specify the relationship between
classical periodic orbits and the tunneling current. But it is clear that the
Gutzwiller formula cannot be immediately applied to tunneling phenomena
since the density of states is expressed as a sum over all periodic orbits and it
is physically evident that the resonant tunneling formula has to be connected
only with orbits which start on the LH wall and finish on the RH one (ie.
orbits that hit the RH wall at least once before evacuating). The contribution
from other orbits should be very small in the semiclassical regime.

We shall derive a semiclassical formula for the resonant tunneling current
and show that for strong magnetic field the major contribution to the tun-
neling current will be from trajectories which hit the two walls and whose
motion inside the QW is periodic (i.e. periodic orbits touching both walls).

The problem of the resonant tunneling differs from that of the density of
states by the condition that the particle has a well defined initial state which
can tunnel into the QW and which, after some motion therein, can escape
from the device. Assuming that the tunneling probabilities are small (and
ignoring the possibility of tunneling from the QW back to the emitter) one
comes to a sequential theory of tunneling [13] according to which one has
to compute independently four main ingredients: (i) the initial state in the
first well, (ii) the probability of tunneling through the first barrier, (iii) the
motion inside the QW, (iv) the probability of tunneling through the second
barrier.



The plan of the paper is the following. In Section 2 the general formula-
tion of the problem is presented. In Section 3 an approximate wavefunction
of the initial state localised in the emitter well is discussed. Section 4 is
devoted to a description of an (oversimplified) picture of tunneling through
potential barriers. The most important part of the paper is Section 6 where
the semiclassical formula is derived. In Section 7 we present the results of nu-
merical calculation of short period orbits and present the detailed discussion
of important bifurcations.

2 Formulation of the problem
The classical Hamiltonian for motion of an electron inside the system, in the
presence of an electric field along the z-axis and a magnetic field tilted by an
angle B in the (y, z)- plane, can be written as follows:

]H + B0zs\nS) p\ p] ^_
2m 2m 2m ^

In order to write the Hamiltonian in the above form we have used atomic
units in which the magnetic field B = Bo • 2.35 10*7, the electric field F =
e • 5.14 1011 V/m, the distance R = r • 0.53 A0 and m = 0.067me is the band
edge mass of an electron in GaAs.

In a typical experimental situation [9], B = 11.4T and F is in the vicinity
of 2.1 \06V/m which in atomic units corresponds to BO = 4.85 10~5 and
£ = 4.1 10~6. The important parameter here is the length at which the
influence of the electric field is of the same order as that of the magnetic field
[10]: lo = mFfeB2. For values above /„ % 60 4° the magnetic field has as
large an effect on the dynamics as the electric field. On the other hand, for
smaller distances the electric field dominates and the effect of the magnetic
field can be treated as a perturbation. In one experiment [9] the width of
the QW was 1200 A° and both barriers have the width 56 A0. In [10] the
LH barrier had the width 57 A°, the RH barrier 37 A0 and the data was
presented for QW of different thicknesses: 400, 600, 850, and 1200 .4°.

Motion in the direction x is not free although clearly px = 0. The depen-
dance x(t) can be obtained from integration of the equation

x = — (px-Boy cos 0 + Boz sin 6). (2)
m



Since px is a constant of the motion the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) is effectively
two dimensional and it follows that px can be removed by the shift: y =
y + px/B0 cos 8. This change leads to the 2-<i Hamiltonian:

)2~ e*'

After the canonical change of variables

y' = y cos 9 — z sin 9, z' = y sin 0 + z cos 6

this Hamiltonian is transformed to

Notice that the previous form is composed of two uncoupled modes, the
energy in each of which does not change as a function of time. It follows
that the classical motion is integrable within the QW and that its numerical
computation, using the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4). is easy in between collisions.
For this reason we will work with this Hamiltonian and integrate the equa-
tions of motion in these variables (we convert back to the physical y and z
coordinates using the formulas above).

It is the collisions with the walls which mix energy in the two modes and
hence destroy the integrable aspect of the problem. At 9 = 0 no such mixing
occurs and the system is integrable, motion in phase space is on tori and
E.B.K quantization can be applied to extract, semi classically, all the quantum
mechanical information desired. For 9 > 0 the motion is no longer integrable
and the chaotic component of phase space increases as 9 increases. It is in
the chaotic regime that we will pursue an analysis and the tunneling current
formula will be specific to the contribution from isolated unstable orbits
submerged in a chaotic sea or stable orbits surrounded by non-resonant tori.
The phase space structure evolves smoothly with £ and the usual semiclassical
formulae will often need modification at isolated points where bifurcations
between periodic orbits occur. In this paper we will identify some major
bifurcations but our formula for tunneling current will be for isolated PO. A
more careful analysis will be required in order to obtain the contribution of
famines of periodic orbits whose distance, one from the other in phase space,
is small compared with h.



We note finally that the quantum Hamiltonian has the same form as its
classical analogue but pv and px are considered as operators. The energy
levels and wavefunctions of the problem can, in principle, be computed from
a numerical solution of the Schrodinger equation. One of the difficulties
encountered when tackling the problem of resonant tunneling is the form of
the wavefunction in the emitter well. All the information of the electron,
before tunneling has occurred, will be contained here. What to do with
this wavefunction from the point of view of tunneling into the QW and
a connection with motion therein are the problems that come after. We
will derive a form for the initial state that facilitates subsequent treatment.
We must underline that this approach, outlined in the following sections,
gives a good first approximation and is illustrative because the final result
obtained is a sum over PO in the QW that hit both the RH and LH walls.
but at the same time it is limited by the simplicity of the initial state and
the treatment of tunneling into the QW that follows this approximation.
Nevertheless, because our main purpose is to derive a semiclassical trace
formula for tunneling into the QW without a detailed account of the form of
the initial state, we will use in this paper an oversimplified treatment of the
initial state based on a perturbation theory expansion over the diagmagnetic
term (see for example ([14]).

3 The initial state
The applied electric field puts the system under bias and accumulates charge
in the emitter well. A bound (or quasi-bound) state at the emitter-QW inter-
face at liquid-helium temperatures gives rise to a degenerate two dimensional
electron gas (DEG). The DEG is the initial state for electrons which tunnel
into the QW. The formation of the emitter state depends on the exact shape
of the confining potential and the mutual interaction between electrons and
its correct description is a rather complicated problem. We will bypass these
difficulties and treat the problem as described above.

The energy computed from perturbation considerations, to first order, is
given by E =< ty\H\rj: > where i/> is a zero order wavefunction which we will
write in the following form:

). (5)



\(z) is a 1-d wavefunction for motion in the z direction

and U(z) is the potential schematically shown in Fig.l. The in-plane wave-
function ij>n(z,y) is given by the Landau level eigenfunction for motion in
the magnetic field:

where B\\ — Bo cos 9 and B± — Bo sin 9 (parallel and perpendicular with
respect to the electric field). Note that there is a shift due to the diagmagnetic
term in the perturbation expansion and the corresponding energy becomes
the sum of three terms:

E = E(X) + £(d,Om) + £(x,v)" (8)

The first term is an unperturbed sub-band energy in the first well for the
wavefunction x(2)» t n e second is the diamagnetic shift

B2

E{d,am) = r ^ ( < z2 > - < z >\
Im

where < . . . > = f x(z).. .\(z)dz is a mean value over the function x(z),
and the third term is the energy of the Landau level for the in-plane ( i .y)
problem

At sufficiently large magnetic field and at low temperatures the system will
occupy only the lowest lying state with n = 0. The corresponding localised,
in-plane eigenfunction is

{\ + y") + '-B^y') , (9)

where y' = y— < z > tan 9.
The three terms in (8) have the following values:

(10)



where a, /?, 7 are numerical factors on the order of unity (7 = 1/2).
We shall use a variational anzats for the normalised wavefunction describ-

ing motion along the z-axis

X{z) = 2a~3/2zexp(z/a), - 00 < z < +00 (11)

although the exact solution in terms of an Airy function is, of course, possi-
ble. We define a value of a from the condition that it minimizes the energy
functional

From this, one gets a = (2/Z)^3{me)-1^ which gives 0 = Z1^'7^ % 0.3
and a = (3/2)5 '3 « 1.97. (The exact solution of the Schrodinger equation
with the linear potential, in terms of the Airy function under the assumption
that the height of the barrier is very big gives for the lowest level a = 1.86).
For experimental values of the fields all three terms (putting B\\ as Bx «s Bo)
are approximately of the same order and the perturbation theory should be
taken with more care. Still we shall use this approach as it permits us to
have a clear initial picture of the problem at hand without adding further
complications.

4 Tunneling
Knowing the form of the wave function in the first well one can compute the
probability of tunneling through the first barrier. An important consequence
of our treatment of the initial state wavefunction (6) is the fact that one has
to consider only one dimensional tunneling in the z direction. The in-plane
part of the whole wave function t^(x,y) remains the same throughout the
tunneling process.

Let us evoke a few well known and useful relationships for quasi-bound
states important also to our analysis. The conservation of the probability
current

«/„ = —Im(ipdpip)
m

gives

^ | 0 ( x , f ) | 2 = 3,JM. (13)



For a quasi-bound state tp(x,t) = ij>(x)exp( —iEt) the energy E must have
an imaginary part T naturally associated with the possibility of tunneling

L-tv--l. (14)

Integrating Eq. (13) over a large volume V surrounded by a surface B one
gets

r = . * / Ida. (15)
Jv \ii>\2dv JB

Assuming that the tunneling probability is small, ip is large only inside the
initial well and the integral in the denominator can be taken just over the
first well. Therefore to compute F it is necessary to know the current in the
region where there is no possibility of returning back (or it is very small).

The calculations are particularly simple in the semiclassical approxima-
tion for one dimensional models. In one dimension the scattering on a barrier
is characterised by the reflection (r) and transmission (t) coefficients which
obey the relationship

\r\2 + \t\2 = I- (16)

The wave function before the barrier can be written as the sum of incoming
and out coming waves

and after the barrier it has to be described only by an outcoming wave

ib{x) = tx/;+(x) (18)

where ifi±(x) are the standard semiclassical functions

exp(±t ['k(x')dx'), (19)
k{x)

and k(x) = y/
For a barrier as in Fig.l

t = 2 ^ 2 * , » i n » i e - V ^ ^ » l _ e _ 2 A e _ 2 , ( , , ^ . (20)

8



where

tan*, = p(xOA(x,), p(<) = v/2m(J72(x) - £), A =

and Xj, xj correspond to the left, right coordinates of the barrier.
When A is large

t = 2x^8012*! sin 2*2c-Ae-' (*1+* s ) (22)

r = e-2 t 4 >e-u (23)

and u = 2t sin2$1e~2l*Je-2A. Note that 2* plays the role of the "MasloV
index for the reflection on a wall of finite height.

Computation of the imaginary part of the quasi-bound state energy fol-
lows from knowledge of the transmission coefficient. In the semiclassical
approximation in the first well |V>|2 = 2/k(x) and one gets the standard
formula

r = ^l<|2. (24)

where

T =

is the period of the classical motion in the first well. These formulas indicate
that each time a particle, trapped in the emitter well, hits the barrier it has
the probability of tunneling equal to the square of the tunneling coefficient
and a probability of tunneling per unit time equal to the probability multi-
plied by the number of collisions per unit time, 1/T. For lowest states the
semiclassical approximation is not accurate and the pre-factor in this formula
should be modified.

Ignoring the tunneling, let C'oC1) be a wave function inside the first well
normalised by the usual condition / |vo|2di = 1. Then according to (18) the
wave function just after the barrier is

Xi(*) = - i=«P(»7"* (* ' )< fa / ) i (25)



where the modulus of the pre-factor is proportional to the imaginary part of
the quasi-bound state

2 = m T , . (26)

We put here a subscript 1 to stress that this quantity has been computed for
the first well.

5 Motion in the quantum well
The next step is to compute the corresponding wavefunction in the interior
of the QW and in particular on the second barrier wall at z = d. Call this
wavefunction r^2{x,y, z) and the tunneled wavefunction, at the emitter-QW
interface, z = 0, ifii (x, y, z). As discussed above, the initial state wavefunction
was put in the separable form

vx(x,y,z) = xi(z)i>o(x.y), (27)

where Xi(z) is given by (25) and tl?o(x,y) by (9).
Because the QW is assumed to be wide we will calculate transmission

probabilities between two points within the QW semiclassically and consider
i^i(x. y, z) to be a boundary value wavefunction, in the vicinity of z — 0. for
the (unknown) function V2(x,y,z).

An explicit form for c*2 can be obtained from the usual boundary repre-
sentation of wavefunctions. Let us consider two equations:

O (28)

and
(E - H(y))G(S,y,E) = *(£-*), (29)

where G(x,y, E) is a (retarded) Green function in the energy representation
for motion from point y to point i and H(x) is the quantum mechanical
Hamiltonian (1) (in atomic units with e = — 1)

H(x)=~(p + A)2-ez^ (30)
Irn

where we have chosen

A = {-Boy cos 6 + Boz sin 9,0,0), (31)

10



p = — i; V and H\x) is obtained from H{x) by changing the sign of the vector
potential.

Multiplying Eq. (28) by G(x, y, E) and Eq. (29) by V(y), subtracting
these equations and integrating over a volume V, encircling the point x, we
obtain:

^ X i (32)

Since the vector potential (31) has been chosen in the gauge d^A^ = 0 the
integrand can be written as d^J,, and the current JM is given by:

Using Stokes' theorem we can replace the integral over the volume by one over
the surrounding closed boundary. Let us choose this boundary of integration
to be restricted from one side by the LH wall and from the other side by
an arbitrary surface very far from the point of tunneling (y = 0). Since
the contribution from this (infinitely removed) surface tends to zero in the
semiclassical limit (for the retarded Green function) l one concludes that the
wave function inside the QW is given by the following integral:

(33)

where q\s a vector in the (x,y) plane and the boundary values of rp\{q) are
given by Eq. (27).

To use this formula one has to compute the Green function (29). Due to
the conservation of momentum in the x-direction, the whole 3-d Hamiltonian
reduces to a 2-d one. This change illustrates the intrinsic two dimensional
nature of the hamiltonian and to this end let us define a 2-d Green function
which satisfies a "reduced' 2-d equation:

(E - H)G2(r2,ri.px,E) = S(f2 - i=i), (34)

where r*is a vector in the (y, z) plane and the quantity px in H is no longer an
operator but a real number. The full 3-d Green function of (29) is connected

1 Another method to obtain the formula below is to consider the time evolution of a
wave packet initially localized in the first well.

11



to this 2-d Green function by the Fourier transform over px:

G(x2,xuE) = i - r e^^-^G2(f2,fl,px,E)dpx. (35)
Zir J-oo

Assuming that the QW is sufficiently wide one can safely use the stan-
dard semidassical approximation (see e.g. [2]) for the 2-d Green function
G2(f2, rupx, E). In this approximation the 2-d Green function is represented
by a sum over all classical trajectories in the (y,z) plane connecting two
points Fj and r2:

5 , * , f t , £ ) , (36)

and Gj(r2,ri,px,E) is the semiclassical contribution of an individual classical
trajectory (labeled by j) and given by

G}(r2, r,,px, E) = -^==A,D, exp(iSj(f2, fi, E,px) - i^fij). (37)

Here Sj(r2,rt, E,px) is the classical action calculated along the classical tra-
jectory (j) connecting initial and final points, fij is the Maslov index for
this trajectory which equals the number of conjugate or focal points counted
along the trajectory, and A} is a prefactor

(38)

where &2 (^i) is the modulus of the full momentum and t2 (tt) is the coor-
dinate perpendicular to the trajectory in the final (initial) point. In actual
calculations it is convenient to express second derivatives of the action via
the elements of the monodromy matrix [2, 15]. The latter is defined as the
matrix connecting the values of the coordinate and the conjugate momentum
in the plane perpendicular to a given trajectory in the final and initial points:

The monodromy matrix can, in principle, be computed from the classical
equations of motion linearized in the vicinity of a given trajectory and its

12



importance comes mainly from the fact that their matrix elements are con-
nected by second derivatives of the classical action 5(tj,ti) [2, 15]:

mn

The formulae (36)-(40) are the standard semiclassical expressions for the
Green function. In our case, nevertheless, two modifications will be made in
order to arrive at a form which is useful for our problem. First, our Green
function has to describe motion inside a well whose walls have a finite width.
Therefore after each reflection it is necessary to multiply the expression above
by the reflection coefficient. In the leading order of the semiclassical approx-
imation it just gives a reflection phase which is different from the standard
ones like those corresponding to Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions.
But we will see, sometimes, that differences of the modulus of the reflection
coefficient from unity may be also important. Second, in real structures the
motion of an electron is always perturbed by impurities and by various in-
elastic processes which induce an effective damping of the contribution of
classical motion. In reasonable a approximation (see [21]) it can be modelled
by multiplication of the expression (37) by an additional damping factor

D> = r iexp(-aL>) , (41)

where r, is the total reflection coefficient, Lj is the length of the trajectory
and I /a is the elastic mean free path for motion in the quantum well. In
the following we ignore the difference between different kinds of mean free
paths and in particular the difference between the mean value of the Green
function and the product of the two Green functions which can be important
in describing the real experiments [21]. The existence of the damping will
give preference, in the final result, to orbits that naturally have the shortest
length.

The explicit expression for the Green function and the value of the wave
function in the vicinity of the LH barrier (27) permits one to make a semi-
classical computation of the wave function at any point inside the QW. A
difficulty appears here because in Eqs. (28) and (29) it was assumed that the
function v{x) is an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian (30) but the function
(27) is not an exact eigenfunction but a kind of a variational approximation
to it. Even if it can give a good approximation to the exact eigenvalue in the

13



emitter well, its closeness to the corresponding eigenfunction is questionable,
especially when one takes into account the degeneracy of the Landau leveL
Therefore, by using the simple function (27) one can, in the best case, obtain
an approximate answer. This point is worth further investigation bat for
simplicity we shall continue to use the function (27).

Taking into account that at the LH wall xi(0) = 1/v^T, dxi/dz(Q) =
l^iXi(0) where kz is the value of the z component of the momentum at z = 0
one obtains:

^ ^ / ( £ ) q. (42)

The next step is to substitute the Green function (35), (36) into this ex-
pression. To perform the integration over q^one has to expand this Green
function in a small vicinity of the point of tunneling (g*= 0). In the leading
order of the semiclassical approximation it is necessary to take into account
only a variation of the action in the exponent of (37). As dSjfdq = — p\j)
one obtains

(43)

Here we have denoted by Gj(x,p{j)) the contribution (37) to the Green
function from a classical trajectory (j) which starts from the point q = 0
with initial momentum p(j) — {pxiPy(j),Pz(j)) and ends in the fixed point
i. Using the expression (9) for ipo(q) and performing the integration over q
one gets:

r r ,
r)<fpx. (44)

where

= U^- + ^ j exp (- ^-(pl + p\ + 2ipxpy) - ipy < z > tan 6 J

(45)

14



is proportional to the amplitude of probability of having the momenta px , p9

in the wavefunction after tunneling.
This formula has a clear physical meaning. The wave function at a point

inside the QW is represented as a sum over all classical trajectories which
start from the point of tunneling and end in the point of reference. The
momenta are not fixed but the distribution of their probability is known
from the wavefunction in the first well. The amplitude of the tunneling can
be computed from knowledge of the imaginary part of the quasi-bound state
in the first well (which in our approximation depends only on £(>))•

We stress again that the above expression for W(p) is only an approxi-
mation based on the separable picture of the initial wave function and whose
validity is difficult to justify. Strictly speaking, no approximation should have
been made from the beginning in regards to the calculation of the wavefunc-
tion inside the first well, and more numerical work has to be done in order
to calculate accurately this function.

The knowledge of the wave function (44) permits us to compute the cur-
rent ji(xj) = ji(x(z = d)) at the second interface of the QW (ie. at the RH
wall):

J(*,) = i/m(0-(x/)V0(x/)). (46)

When the electron bits the second barrier it has a probability of tunneling
through the wall. In the same approximation as before the current after
the barrier, (jj). differs from the current before it, (j,). by a transmission
coefficient through this barrier (£2):

Jf = \t2\2J.. (47)

The total imaginary part. F, of the energy of a quasi-bound state in the
emitter well is equal to the total current after the second barrier (see (15)).
Assuming once more that the tunneling probability depends only on the z
component of momentum this total current is given by an integral over all
final positions at z — d:

r = / da2 j \t2\\ (48)

In order to perform the calculation above let us fix the initial momenta
and final point of two members in the family of trajectories. Each member

15



(j) must depart and finish at common points on the LH and RH walls and
we must integrate over all possible ps and final point (x, y) on the RH wall
(the final point in z is fixed). But each member (j) that composes the
wavefunction in Eq. (44) also contains px only as an integration parameter.
This comes from the fact that ps is a momentum conjugate to a variable
which we call x and which completes the three dimensional description of
the problem while each member in the family of trajectories describes motion
only in the (y, z) plane. We will note, nevertheless, that there is a preferred
px for each (j) if in Eq. (35) we evaluate the integral applying stationary
phase and the result is a 3 — d Green function 2. In our formalism there
is no preferred pz and it follows that the terms in the sum should not have
attached to them a corresponding preferred shift (ie. there is no preferred
Ax for each (j)). What follows is that the integral over x becomes one of
plane waves e'^Pl~p'^x and is therefore particularly easy.

Subsequently, we will note that the dependence of the wavefunction on
initial py is such that each term in the sum is proportional to exp(ipyy). It
follows therefore that after integration over final y one is lead to the (semi-
classical) condition that the trajectories contribute appreciably only if they
have the same y component of momentum: pv(j) = py(k). The equality of
the \pt\ momenta then follows from energy conservation. This latter point
is especially important. It says that integration over y will select only small
regions around stationary points where all members of the trajectories (j)
have exactly the same final momentum. Furthermore the contribution due to
interfering trajectories arriving at other final points has to be semiclassically
small. But since two classical trajectories passing through the same point
and having the same momenta at one of these points are either (i) exactly
the same trajectory or (ii) two different paths on the same periodic trajec-
tory (see Fig. 2), we see immediately that the tunneling current is divided
into two distinct and independent contributions. Note that in both cases the
initial momentum for all members (j) has also to be the same. We denote

2Returning to Eq. (35), specifying a value Ax and applying stationary phase gives
an equation. Ax = x^^ - x ( l ) = —dS2/dpx for a preferred pz(j) for each member Ij).
The total 3-d action then is Rj(i2,xi.E) — Sj{f2, ri ,pr(j), £") + pz(j)Ax and px{j) =
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this momentum by p and obtain the following expression:

where 5 = |C|2/(2m3S||). Here the integration has to be performed over the
y coordinate on the RH wall and over the value of px which is the same for
initial and final points, pty and p[^ are momenta in the z direction in the
initial and final points respectively.

In order to simplify this equation and perform the integral it is convenient
to reintroduce the change of variables that lead to the Hamiltonian (3) of
Section 2. In this new set of coordinates the dynamics does not change (only
that each trajectory is shifted by a quantity p*/£||) so that in particular
the numerical values of the action and the pre-factor in the Green function
remain the same. Since z — z and y = y + px/B\\, there is a corresponding
change to the element of integration:

dyU)dpx -> B\\dy{i)dyU)

where we have written y^ and yW to stress that the integration has to be
done over the surfaces of the LH and RH walls respectively. The point of
tunneling does not change except that in the shifted y coordinate it is no
longer at y = 0.

In what follows we will work in the shifted y coordinate but we will remove
the tilde symbol and write y to simplify the notation. Let the trajectory have
the angles 9^ and # ^ with respect to the direction of the electric field in the
initial and final points. Then <fy{<) = </<<•>/cos 0<'> and dyW = &t)/cas&*K
where t^ and r ^ are the values of the perpendicular coordinate at the initial
and final points. Furthermore taking into account that the Green function
contains the factor m/fc(,)fc(/) where fc(,j and fc(/) are the moduli of momenta
of the initial and final points and that p[''^ = k^j) cos $ one can express (49)
in the following way:

_ ' , (50)

where
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and

Sj and fi} are the action and the Maslov index for the classical trajectory
labeled by j and Dj is the damping factor of this trajectory (41).

As we have already mentioned there are two types of contributions that
compose this formula. The first corresponds to the interference of an arbi-
trary trajectory with itself. This term has no quick dependence on external
electric and magnetic fields and we shall refer to it as the Weyl contribution
because it plays a role similar to the Weyl term in the usual Gutzwiller trace
formula.

*>*) = Y J dy{iWf) £ |Wtf)l W M 1 . (52)

This contribution gives a smooth background and in real experiments is ef-
fectively washed out by taking the second derivative of the current.

The second term which we denote by T(afC^ is more interesting. It includes
the contributions from different paths on the same periodic trajectory con-
necting two walls (see Fig. 2). In this case there is interference between
different terms in the family of trajectories attaching two points y ^ and y ( / )

but stationary phase applied to the integrand wipes out contributions from
trajectories for which the linear terms in the exponent do not add up to zero.
We have already seen that integration over final y, y^\ forced the condi-
tion that the final momenta for each (j) be the same. This wipes out the
linear terms of a Taylor expansion of the phase at stationary points on the
second wall. But since this first step picks out periodic orbits it also selects
particular stationary points on the first wall and a similar Taylor expansion
about these stationary points also has a linear part which adds up to zero.
We organise the details in the following points:

• The linear terms in the exponential of (50) give a stationary phase
condition on the final point y^\ This picks out specific stationary
points on the second wall which subsequently does the same for points
on the first wall at z = 0. For a periodic orbit (p) we call them y''*(p>
and y"\p).

• These solutions are not unique. For any periodic orbit (p) there can
exist (/') stationary points at z = d and (k1) stationary points at z = 0.
A PO which has /' = / and k! = k makes / bounces at z — d and k
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bounces at z = 0 before retracing itself. We will deal primarily with
PO such that k* — 1 and /' > 1 and in this case we say that there exists
an /'-bounce orbit. More generally we speak of a (fc',/')-bounce PO.
We must underline that in cases where there are are multiple bounces
at the LH wall, there is always only one px for each periodic orbit and
the point of tunneling is at one fixed point which we take to be at
(!/,*) = (0,0).

• For each pair of integers k, I (0 < k(l) < V(V)) the PO can make
an integer n number of loops. We will call the member in this family,
which connects an initial and a final stationary point without returning
to the first wall, the one with n = 0. All other members make an integer
n > 0 number of loops.

• The sum over trajectories j and k becomes a sum over periodic orbits
labelled by t, integers k and / for the number of times that this periodic
orbit hits the LH and RH walls, respectively, and an integer n for the
number of repetitions counted along the PO connecting each point k
and /.

• As the QW is wide, we assume that Dn » B (see Eq. (58)) 3. In
this case the integral over y ( l ) will cutoff on the scale of the quadratic
form in the exponent (ie. of the order of 1/y |Z?U| in Eq. (58)) and
one can extract all other factors like W(p) and t? just at the value of
coordinates corresponding to the periodic orbits considered.

Applying the above results we can obtain an intermediate form for the oscil-
lating part of the tunneling current (50) and it is given by

(53)
where

P(p{t.k)) = |H'(p(r?fc))|2, flr.fc) =
3This condition numerically is well satisfied for all trajectories considered. The integral

can be computed exactly without this assumption but the answer would be more tedious.
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It is now our goal to show that the double sum over repetitions reduces
to one over two independent sums in n — m and n + m. That the actions in
each Green function scale with the number of loops n - m is obvious. On the
other hand the same is not equally obvious for the pre-factor and the phase
factor that appears in the exponent after the actions. It is to the evaluation
of these quantities that we will now focus our attention.

In order to begin these evaluations we consider two trajectories, one that
performs n loops and a second one that performs m loops. The contribution
to the Green function for a trajectory, passing n times from the kth to the
Ith stationary points, can be written in the following form:

) ) ' < 5 4 )

where 5*"*' is the classical action for the loop n = 0 passing between points k
and /, St is the action over one primitive cycle and rn\^(n) and ^~*l(n) are
the m.12 matrix element and the Maslov index calculated for the trajectory
passing n times between the points k and /. The factors r̂  and r2 are the
total reflection coefficient at the LH and RH walls:

and ri(k) (r2(fc)) is the individual reflection coefficient at the k*1* stationary
point on the LH wall (RH wall). If one denotes the monodromy matrix for
the trajectory making zero loops by Mo and the monodromy matrix for the
periodic trajectory by Mp the monodromy matrix for the total trajectory will
be:

M(n) = M0M£. (56)

To perform the integration over perpendicular coordinates in Eq. (53) we
expand the action in the exponent up to second order around each stationary
point on both the LH and RH walls 4, (ie. we write t^ = Vp + tx and

= tf, + t 2 ) . Since stationary points are well separated when a central PO

4It is clear that one can expand the action over either the deviations in the y direction
and integrate over dy\ — dy(tX and dy^ = <fj/2> or over the deviations in the directions
perpendicular to the PO trajectory, zt and <2, and integrate correspondingly over dtt and
di?. This is just a canonical change of variables which does not change the integral.
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is not undergoing a bifurcation we will restrict our analysis here to this case
and an expansion to second order is sufficient.

The subscript n indicates that the quantities have to be computed on the
trajectory which does n (n > 0) loops on the given periodic trajectory. The
partial derivatives are evaluated at point k on the LH wall and at point / on
the RH wall and Sn = Sfr* + nSt.

As for the trajectories with n and m loops the initial and final momenta
are equal, the linear terms cancel. Furthermore the difference of the actions
can be rewritten in the following way

Str, - Str7 = (n - m)St + -{t\Du + 2M2D12 + t\D22), (58)

where

'1~(dttdtJ
)n Kdt,dti

Writing r}(k) — iZj(fc)exp(t$J(fc)), with j = 1,2, and applying the steps
above, we easily see that the previous contribution from periodic orbits
Eq. (53) becomes

t kj

il*i

where 5 e / / = St + $i + $2 and

A{n,m) =

is a pre-factor evaluated at initial point k and final point /.
In order to compute the pre-factor. Ak~*l(n,m), we express Di} by using

the matrix elements (see Eqs. (40)) of the total monodromy matrix (56).
Using the condition that det M(n) = 1 it is easy to demonstrate that

A{n, m) = 2 - fr(M(n)Af-1(m)) = 2 - trM^"1 = -(A"""1 + A"1"" - 2),
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where Mp is the monodromy matrix for the periodic trajectory and A is
one of its eigenvalues. Since tr(My~m) is the same for any k and / (ie.
tr(AB) = tr(BA)), A(n,m) is independent of initial and final point and
depends only on r = n — m. It is therefore an intrinsic quantity of a periodic
orbit.

Let us now consider the phase factor which comes after the action. This
term is made up of three contributions which we write in the following way

n, m) = /*,(n) - ^t(m) + sgn(\t(n, m)) (60)

The first (second) term gives the count for the number of conjugate points for
member n (m) in the family of periodic trajectories passing between points
k and /. The third term comes from integration of the quadratic form and is
given by

sgn(Xt(n.m)) = N+/2 - N./2. (61)

In the previous equation iV+(A*_) are the number of positive (negative) eigen-
values in the quadratic form evaluated at the ktH initial and /"" final stationary
point. In our case the quadratic form can be expressed as a matrix with two
eigenvalues and iV+ + JV_ = 2. A priori it is not obvious that at(n,m) is
invariant with respect to changes of starting and final point that are con-
nected by an integral number of loops. A first observation that will clarify
the problem is that the number of conjugate points along a periodic orbit
does not scale with the number of loops executed. In particular it would be
possible to count M such points during one traversal and a number N ^ M
on the following traversal. We begin by making a count of the number of
conjugate points for one loop. We then follow this numerical calculation by
computing the same number for subsequent loops from simple knowledge of
the monodromy matrix and the count made for the first loop. Furthermore
after calculating m traversals one can make another n — m loops, return back
to the second wall, and count a fixed number of conjugate points which de-
pends on n and m and not on the difference. On the other hand it is clear
that for any other n' and m' such that n' — m' = n — m we will count the
same number plus or minus one. It is then easy to show that the third term
in Eq. (60) makes the correct compensation so that, for example, when there
is exactly one less conjugate point counted there is exactly one more negative
eigenvalue and that when there is exactly one more conjugate point in the
count there is exactly one more positive eigenvalue.
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Similar arguments were made in [16] to treat the phase that appears in
the Gutzwiller formula for the level density. The arguments nevertheless are
quite simple and one can always obtain empirical results to assure oneself
that the phase factor in (60) is an intrinsic property of the periodic orbit.
We can then finally conclude the following

• (1) The resulting integer which appears in Eq. (60) depends only on
the difference n — m.

• (2) The count made in (1) is the same starting from any point on the
periodic orbit.

It follows from this last point that for a (k, /)-bounce PO the term in the
exponent gives the same count after integration regardless of k and / (ie.
<7f~*' is independent of k and /); it follows from the first point that we can
always write a{n.m) = a(n — m) even though, in general, we cannot find
a common factor a0 such that <r(n,m) = (n — m)ao- This was the desired
result.

Performing now the summation over m = 0 , 1 , . . . one obtains a sum over
the difference r = n — m and the stationary points on the LH and RH wall.

cos(rSe// - £ff ( r))--i-5, (62)
* l - t i

where R, = fli J22exp(-a£) and all quantities are computed for a trajectory
labeled by t. (On the more careful treatment of the damping processes see
([21].) A further simplification comes from the fact that the probability of
tunneling is small and R, should be close to 1.

Let us consider first the idealised case of extremely clean devices. In this
case one can put formally a —> 0. Using the relation |rj2 + |t|2 = 1. where
t is the transmission coefficient, it follows that 1 - |ri|2jr2|2 % \ti\2 + |r2|

2.
Usually the second barrier is much thinner than the first one, |t2| ^> |<i|, and
this expression reduces to It^]2.

cos(r5 t / / - \ct{r)). (63)
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Notice that this formula is independent of the number of coUsions with the
RHwall.

In the more natural case a is nonzero and ah » log \Rt\ and one obtains
the following expression

_ - cos(r5e/ / - -<rp(r)), (64)
— \ \ \ v

where T2(i) = YjhitJ)2 is the total transmission coefficient through the
second barrier which is, roughly speaking, I times bigger than the individual
one.

This formula is the main result of the paper. It expresses the tunneling
current as the sum over all periodic trajectories which connect the two walls of
the QW. The contribution of each is proportional to the standard Gutzwiller
contribution. The coefficient of proportionality consists of three parts. One
is connected with the properties of the tunneling through the first barrier
and with the structure of the initial wave function. The second appears due
to different inelastic processes and the third one equals the probability of
tunneling through the second barrier.

6 Short Period Orbits and Results
To apply the formulae derived above it is necessary to know the properties
of classical periodic orbits in the QW. Typically, the dominant contribution
comes from short period orbits, especially from stable ones. The importance
of short orbits in describing real experiments is amplified due to the existence
of various damping mechanisms which effectively wash out the contributions
of long period orbits. For this reason our search will be primarily for orbits
who return periodically to the LH wall after only one cycle. Longer orbits
would execute a multiple number of bounces at different points on this wall.
We have computed one and two bounce periodic orbits (ie. orbits that bounce
one and two times from the RH wall but have one unique initial condition
at the LH wall) for 8 = 20°, £ = 11.4 T and d = 1200.4°. We recall that
I = /' orbits have k = 1 and are called (/', l)-bounce orbits but to keep
things rotationally simple we refer to them simply as /'-bounce orbits and
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it is understood that k = 1. We also note that at a fixed e all the orbits
are injected into the QW with the same total energy approximately given by
Eq. (8).

We have then followed each orbit as a function of e from its conception to
either a region where it becomes very unstable or to a point of bifurcation.
The existence of many bifurcations within the experimental set of parameters
is one of the important peculiarities of the system under consideration [9,10,
11, 12]

A special property of the classical Hamiltonian is the fact that it has time
reversal symmetry if one views orbits projected on the (z, y) plane (though
it describes motion in a magnetic field). In such a system there exists two
different types of periodic orbits with respect to time reversal symmetry. The
first class of PO has at z = 0 an initial y component of momentum equal
to zero. These PO are self-retracing or time reversal symmetric orbits and
can be described as being li brat ions. The other class of orbits (with non-zero
py) are, on the other hand, not self-retracing and do not have time reversal
symmetry. They are rotations and after inversion of the time one obtains an
orbit which follows the same path in configuration space but in the opposite
direction (ie. under time reversal a rotation becomes another rotation).

In Fig.3 we trace the periodic orbits in the (y,z) and ( i , z) planes. From
the plots in Fig.3 we can confer that periodic orbits with zero initial py have
the following two properties (1) viewed in the (x,z) plane they have reflection
symmetry in x (2) viewed in the (z,y) plane they are self-retracing. These two
properties are unique only to this kind of orbit and those periodic orbits with
a non-zero initial y momentum are neither self-retracing nor z-symmetric (see
Fig.8c) and Fig.8d)).

In Fig.4 we plot the trace of the monodromy matrix of the periodic orbits
with changing s. 1-bounce orbits are in Fig.4a and 2-bounce orbits in Fig.4b.
These pictures are especially useful because combined with knowledge of the
components of the monodromy matrix one can understand the aspect of all
the bifurcations in the system. This bifurcation diagram illustrates all the
period-1 and period-2 bifurcations that occur around the major j = 1 and
j = 2 families studied. Higher order bifurcations are not included, (j, 1)-
bounce PO (j = 1.2) form the base for all the PO studied in the sense that
all other PO were created from them via bifurcations. It is important to
label the families on the diagram. Our notation is such that the first number
represents the total number of bounces from the RH wall and the symbols p2,
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pi indicate the orbit's history. A name beginning with 2—pla indicates that
the orbit was created from a period-1 bifurcation and it makes 2 bounces at
the RH wall. The letter a is to distinguish one orbit from another since in
some cases more then one new orbit is created at a bifurcation.

We also want to note the important dynamical property that 1-bounce
orbits are stable or weakly unstable only for low values of e and become
highly unstable as this parameter increases into regions where 2-bounce or-
bits become stable. We have found that numerical searches for the j'< = 1
orbit at values of £ where the 2-bounce orbit is stable or weakly unstable
to be quite difficult. This point does not hinder our calculation since the
stability factor has a weak influence in Eq. (64) relative to the term px. It
is primarily the exponential carrying px and not the stability of the periodic
orbit which will determine its contribution. Nevertheless it is perhaps not
a coincidence that this latter quantity is low enough so that the tunneling
current is appreciable only in regions where the orbits are stable. We can
conceive of a correspondence between initial px and the trace of the mon-
odromy matrix for one cycle; a long orbit is associated with a large trace and
a long orbit with a large ps.

In Fig.5 we show the contribution to the resonant tunneling current from
both major family of orbits as a function £. We find that the main contribu-
tion for the families 1 -p\b and 2—pla is at low e where pz is low enough. As
we increase t this factor increases and while continuity of the po is possible
its current contribution decays exponentially. The dominant term in Eq. (63)
comes from the decaying exponential in px since in the regions where this
term gives significant numerical results the orbits are not particularly unsta-
ble. We should also note that the oscillations of the tunneling characteristics
of the 2-bounce orbit have a frequency which is approximately twice that of
the 1-bounce orbit. This is because the period is doubled in going from one
to the other. Furthermore this period doubling has an affect on the energy
levels of the QW. In particular the spacing between levels generated by a
1-bounce orbit is approximately half of that of a 2-bounce orbit.

A characteristic feature of the period-1 bifurcation is that the eigenvalues
of the monodromy matrix become both +1 and so the trace of the matrix
+2. When the trace is —2 one flanking orbit bifurcates with a central orbit
of half the period (ie. it is a period-2 or period doubling bifurcation). If on
the other hand the trace passes through +2, then all orbits involved in the
bifurcation have the same period (ie. it is a period-1 bifurcation). There can
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exist two kinds of period-1 bifurcations. If two orbits are involved then the
symmetry properties of the PO are preserved and the bifurcation is said to
be generic. Other generic, symmetry preserving bifurcation have been well
studied and their normal forms are also well understood [17]. On the other
hand symmetries can play an important role in bifurcation theory and create
bifurcations that otherwise could not exist. In particular, it has been shown
that period-1 non-generic bifurcations between three PO (two of which are
rotations and the third is a libration) are possible if the system also has
a symmetry so that the time-reversal criterion applied to the 2-d Poincare
map holds [20]. It was shown in this series of papers that the bifurcation
process where the linear Poincare map has trace +2 can be determined to be
either a a period-1 generic or a period-1 non-generic bifurcation depending
on which element m12 or m2i passes through zero. If there are two flanking
orbits the bifurcation is symmetry related and possible only if m\2 and not
m2i passes through zero. On the other hand if only two orbits bifurcate then
mi2 need not go through zero but m^x must. The matrix elements to which
we refer here are those for the periodic orbit itself and follow the convention
adapted in the previous sections of the paper. Note also that if mji or m.12
pass through zero it is not neccessarily true that they will for the whole
trajectory.

In order to illustrate the ideas described above we have made a rather
detailed study of the bifurcations involved between periodic orbits in the QW
when the injection energy is that given by the wavefunction of the ground
state before tunneling through the barrier at z = 0. We will present the three
bifurcations that we consider to best illustrate qualitatively the ideas behind
what happens at a period-1, period-2 and symmetry generated pitchfork
(also period-1) bifurcation. In Fig.4a and Fig. 4b we have summarized all the
bifurcations by making a plot of the trace of each periodic orbit.

At important point, from the standpoint of tunneling current, is that
at points where there is a bifurcation the terms in the series describing the
contribution of the bifurcating orbits diverge. This is obvious because the
eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix approach ±1 (ie. period-1 and period-
2 bifurcations) or e

±2innfk (ie. k > 3). In the first case the 2 eigenvalues
of the monodromy matrix are equal and the matrix cannot be diagonalized
generically though it has a Jordan form. In the period-2 case the square of
the monodromy matrix has unit eigenvalues and the pre-factor in the trace
formula diverges. In the other degenerate case, the period-1 case, both eigen-
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values pass through +1 so that again the pre-factor must diverge. In higher
order cases, where the monodromy matrix can be diagonalized, a central sta-
ble orbit becomes instantaneously commensurate with a resonant torus and
the pre-factor diverges because of this commensurability. In all cases there-
fore pure semiclassics fails to work unless one also makes a careful treatment
of the bifurcations. In particular one must use a uniform semiclassical treat-
ment and obtain a formula valid in the vicinity of bifurcations [18].

In Fig.6-Fig.8 we follow the evolution of phase space structure with chang-
ing i around a fixed point in the surface of section at z — 0. Each surface of
section has attached to it a different total energy. In all the surfaces of section
we plot, at z = 0, y/y'o versus y/y0 , where y'o - yfc/?/m*, jfo = yj2mmBIB^
and E is the total energy of Eq. (8). These figures illustrate the main bifur-
cations in Fig.4.

Period-1 and period-2 bifurcations were found to be a major reason for
the onset of chaos in the QW. In Fig.6 we give an example of a major period-2
bifurcation and in Fig. 7 and Fig.8 we do the same for the period-1 cases. We
consider first the period-1 bifurcations which are somewhat simpler because
all the orbits involved have the same period. We can see from Fig.4 that
such bifurcations were important for both the j'• = 1 and the j = 2 family. In
the latter case and for the family 2 — pla we observe two bifurcations not too
far separated in e but certainly well enough separated to be considered as
two distinct events from the point of view of normal form theory. All orbits.
flanking and central, have the same period. The first one is generic and
gave rise to the j> = 2 family 2 — plb, the second bifurcation is a time-reversal
generated period-1 bifurcation which gave rise to two non self-retracing orbits
(2—plbpla and 2—plbplb) from the central self-retracing one. Both flanking
orbits are unstable and so the central orbit goes from unstable to stable. The
generic bifurcation (e fs 3.13 10~6) refers to the plots in Fig.7a-Fig.7c. The
unstable orbit on the left becomes the central orbit in the second bifurcation
(c =s 3.24 10~6) and is described by the plots in Fig.8a-Fig.8b. In Fig.8c and
Fig.Sd we trace the form of the rotation (unstable) flanking orbits of Fig.8a
and Fig.8b. A similar generic period-1 bifurcation gave rise to two 1-bounce
orbits at e ~ 0.801510"6 whose contributions in Eq. (63) were the major ones
for orbits with that number of bounces at the wall z = d.

From the above description we can conclude that in our calculations both
major families of periodic orbits, followed as a function of c. were created
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as a result of period-1 bifurcations and that the nature of the system and
its dynamics is such that the event for the 1-bounce orbit wiD precede that
of higher bounce orbits. Higher order bifurcations come after these orbits
were created. To give a short description of such bifurcations we consider
the period-2 case. Higher order (period-k, k > 3) were observed but wiB not
be discussed in this paper.

Period-2 bifurcations, as discussed above, can exist even when the system
does not have a symmetry such as time reversal. Fig.6a-Fig.6b refer to a
period-2 bifurcation involving the 1-bounce orbit, 1 — pit, at e « 0.8851 10""6.
There are two orbits involved here, the central orbit and a flanking orbit of
twice the period. This orbit must therefore make two trips to the RH wall
before returning periodically at the LH wall. The same description applies
to the period-2 bifurcation of the j = 2 PO, 2 - pla, at e « 3.5802 10"6.
Of some interest is the cascade of bifurcations starting at the j = 2 orbit,
2 — pi6, and the j' = 1 orbit, 1 — plb. We suspect that this series continues
indefinitely so that in fact there will exist an infinity of PO, close one from
the other on the surface of section, and each with a period twice that of
another. Fig.6c shows the image in the surface of section of the period-2
orbit 1 — plbp2a and Fig.6d shows the same image for the period doubled
periodic orbit of 1 - plbp2a (namely 1 — plbp2ap2a). This latter orbit is
symmetric with respect to inversion in pv and the periodic orbit makes four
bounces at z = 0. Fig.6a-Fig.6d refer to the series of bifurcations in Fig.4a
going from orbits (on that diagram) 2 —> 3 -> 4. A similiar cascade of period-
2 bifurcations was observed for the 2-bounce orbits and corresponds to the
change 2 -> 7 -> 8 -> 9.

7 Conclusion

We have developed a semiclassical theory of resonant tunneling from a quasi-
bound state which enters a QW and tunnels through a second barrier at the
other end of the QW and in particular a semiclassical formula for the tunnel-
ing current of electrons arriving at the second interface. Our calculation are
based on a clear separation of the Hamiltonian in \x,y) and z based on an
application of perturbation theory which, unfortunately does not agree too
well with previous experimental experiences. Realizing that a more precise
theory for tunneling from the first well was needed, we nevertheless con-
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tinued our analysis using the above approximation. We conclude that the
true answer will be similar to the one obtained here and that our result is
indespensable to further analysis in that our method will be illustrative of
more careful analyses in the future. Our calculation showed that the tun-
neling current is due to classical periodic orbits in the QW which start on
the LH wall and finish on the RH wall of the QW. The contribution of each
periodic orbit is a term similar to the contribution of a periodic orbit in the
level density for the QW, except that (i) in the latter case one has to in-
clude all periodic orbits and not only those that hit the RH wall and (ii) the
cut-off due to damping processes is indespensable. A more careful analysis
from that performed here will begin with a formula for the tunneling current
valid precisely at points where the contributing priodic orbits are undergoing
a bifurcation, followed also by a more detailed account of the initial state
and the subsequent tunneling into the quantum well. A careful treatment
of the mutual attraction between electrons and the influence of temperature
are also effects that should one day be discussed. Our search for periodic
orbits showed that 1-bounce periodic orbits give a dominant contribution to
the tunneling current at low values of s where A;-bounce orbits k > 2 do
not yet exist. At higher values of electric field strength, the 1-bounce orbits
become highly unstable and their contribution decays exponentially whereas
2-bounce orbits are stable and give a big contribution over a sufficient in-
terval in i. Period-1 and period-2 bifurcations were found to be the events
which gave rise to the periodic orbits found. At these points the tunneling
current contribution from the bifurcating orbits is divergent and one must
consider a more careful derivation of our formula.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Theoretical set-up of the QW between z = 0 and z = d. The
magnetic field Bo is in the (y, z) plane at an angle B relative to the z- axis.
The electric field is applied parallel to the z-axis.

Figure 2 Schematic representation of classical trajectories giving domi-
nant contribution to the tunneling current.

Figure 3 Form of j = 1 and j = 2 periodic orbits with changing e viewed
in the (J , Z) plane (dashed line) and the (y, z) plane (solid line).

a) j = 1 orbit with e = 2.0 10~6.
b) j = 2 orbit with e = 6.0 10~6.

Figure 4 Trace of the monodromy matrix of the linear Poincare map
calculated after one repetition of the periodic orbit as functions of e • 10~6.

a) One bounce orbits. The numbers denote the particular family:
1. 1-plb; 2. 1-pla: 3. l-plap2a; 4. l-plap2ap2a
b) Two bounce orbits.
1. 2-plb; 2. 2-pla; 3. 2-plapla, 2-plaplb; 4. 2-plap2a: 5. 2-plap2ap2a;

6. 2-plap2ap2apla, 2-plap2ap2aplb; 7. 2-plbp2a; 8. 2-plbp2ap2a; 9. 2-
plbp2ap2ap2a

Figure 5 Tunneling current as a function of £ • 10 6 due to one repetition
of each of the major two families.

Figure 6 Plot of Surface of section at z = 0 (y/yo vrs. y/y0)
a)-b) period-2 bifurcation of family PO 1 - p\b e sr 0.885110~6

c) evolution of period-2 PO 1 — plbp2a
d) period doubled orbit of 1 — plbp2a
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Figure 7 Same as in Fig.6. Formation of PO families 2 — pla and 2 — plb
at c % 3.13 10"6

Figure 8 Same as in Fig.6. a)-b) Formation of PO families 2 — plapla
and 2 - plaplb e « 3.24 10"6

c)-d) Unstable PO families 2 — plbpla and 2 — plbplb in (y, z) plane.
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